Regular Meeting of the
Social Services Transportation Advisory Council
LOCATION

MCAG Conference Room
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Merced, CA 95340
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DATE

February 28, 2019

TIME

12:00 P.M.

SOCIAL SERVICE TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY COUNCIL MEMBERS
Artis Smith, Chair
Lynn Downum-Hanzal, Vice Chair
Gayle Miller
Allen Norris
Katherine Molthen
Christine Bobbitt
Norma Cordona
Linda Dash
Diane Mejia
Carrie Pitcock-Quirarte
Chante Dobbins

Local Representative of a Transit Service Agency
Social Service Provider for the Disabled
Senior Transit Rider
Disabled Transit Rider
Local Representative of a Transit Service Operator
Social Service Provider for Seniors
Social Service Provider for Persons of Limited Means
Social Service Provider for Persons of Limited Means
Person of Limited Means
Social Service Transportation Provider for the Disabled
Social Service Transportation Provider for Seniors
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Welcome to the Social Services Transportation Advisory Council Meeting!
AGENDA
At least 72 hours prior to each regular MCAG Social Services Transportation Advisory Council meeting, a
complete agenda packet is available for review on the MCAG website at www.mcagov.org or at the
MCAG office, 369 W. 18th Street, Merced, CA 95340. All public records relating to an open session item
and copies of staff reports or other written documentation relating to items of business referred to on
the agenda are on file at MCAG. Persons with questions concerning agenda items may call MCAG to
make an inquiry regarding the nature of items described on the agenda.
INTERPRETING SERVICES
Interpreting Services are not provided at MCAG’s public meeting unless requested at least three (3)
business days in advance. Please contact Eva Garibay at (209) 723-3153 x 108 during regular business
hours to request interpreting services.
Servicios de interpreté no son ofrecidos en las juntas públicas de MCAG al menos de que se soliciten
tres (3) días de negoción en anticipación. Para solicitas estos servicios por favor contacte a Eva Garibay
al (209) 723-3153 x 108 durante horas de oficina.
INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES
Representatives or individuals with disabilities should contact MCAG at (209)723-3153 at least three (3)
days in advance of the meeting to request auxiliary aids or other accommodations necessary to
participate in the public meeting.
PUBLIC COMMENT
Members of the public wishing to address agenda items or comment on any item not on the agenda
may do so during agenda item 2 – Public Comment. Persons may also address any item on the agenda
during consideration of that item. Comments are limited to three (3) minutes per person. Please state
your name and city or community of residence for the record. For items not on the agenda, no action
will be taken. If it requires action, the item will be referred to staff and/or placed on the next agenda.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Merced County Association of Governments
Transit Joint Powers Authority for Merced County
Merced County Regional Waste Authority
Merced Data Special Services
Measure V

(209)723-3153
(209)723-3100
(209)723-4481
(209)723-3153
(209)723-3153

www.mcagov.org
www.mercedthebus.com
www.mcrwma.org
www.mcaggis.com
www.measurev-mcag.com
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ITEM

ACTION

1.
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2.

Public Comment

+

3.

Minutes of the January 17,2019 Social Services
Transportation Advisory Council Meeting

Action

+

4.

Unmet Transit Needs FY 2019-2020

Action

STAFF
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Pg. 4

Natalia Austin

Pg. 6
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ITEM 3

Social Service Transportation Advisory Council
MINUTES
DATE

Thursday, January 17, 2019
The regular meeting of the Social Service Transportation Advisory Council held Thursday, January 17,
2019 at the Merced County Association of Governments conference room located at 369 W. 18th Street,
Merced, California, was called to order by Chair Artis Smith at 12:16 PM.

MEMBERS PRESENT
Artis Smith, Local Representative of a Transit Service Agency, Chair
Lynn Downum-Hanzal, Social Service Provider for the Disabled, Vice Chair
Gayle Miller, Senior Transit Rider
Christine Bobbitt, Social Service Provider for Seniors
Allen Norris, Disabled Transit Rider
Norma Cardona, Social Service Provider for Persons of Limited Means
Carrie Pitcock-Quirarte, Social Service Transportation Provider for Disabled
Diane Mejia, Person of Limited Means
Katherine Molthen, Local Representative of a Transit Service Operator
MEMBERS ABSENT
Linda Dash, Social Service Provider for Persons of Limited Means
Vacant, Social Service Transportation Provider for Seniors

OTHERS PRESENT
Natalia Austin, MCAG Analyst
Margaret Buchmann-Garcia, COVE
Mauricio Torres, MCAG Assistant Planner
Chante Dobbins, Dobbins Transportation
Maria Bautista, National Express Transit
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1.

Introductions
Chair Artis Smith called the meeting to order and led introductions.

2.

Public Comment
None.

3.

Minutes of the February 21, 2018 Social Services Transportation Advisory Council
Meeting
Diana Meija moved to approve the minutes of the February 21, 2018 Social Services
Transportation Advisory Council Meeting.
Seconded by Christine Bobbitt.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.

4.

Recognition of Service – Margaret Buchmann-Garcia
Margaret Buchmann-Garcia was presented with a Certificate of Appreciation by MCAG for 6
years of dedicated service on the SSTAC.

5.

Unmet Transit Needs 2019 – Public Hearing Process and Schedule
Natalia Austin gave a presentation reviewing the schedule of the unmet transit needs hearings
and what to expect at the hearings. The definitions of unmet transit need and reasonable to
meet were considered and explained. The members were shown the new Unmet Transit Needs
webpage on the MCAG website. Members of the council discussed their availability to be
present at the hearings and transportation to the hearings.
THERE BEING NO FURTHER BUSINESS OF THE SOCIAL SERVICES TRANSPORTATION ADVISORY
COMMITTEE, THE MEETING WAS ADJOURNED AT 1:25 P.M.
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PH: 209.723.3153
FAX: 209.723.0322
www.mcagov.org
369 W. 18th Street
Merced, CA 95340

MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 19, 2019

TO:

Social Services Transportation Advisory Council

FROM:

Natalia Austin, GIS Analyst

RE:

Unmet Transit Needs FY 2019 - 2020

ITEM 4

BACKGROUND
The Transportation Development Act (TDA) provides two major sources of funding for public
transportation: The Local Transportation Fund (LTF) and the State Transit Assistance fund (STA). These
funds are for the development and support of public transportation needs that exist in California and
are allocated to areas of each county based on population, taxable sales and transit performance.
All counties eligible for this funding are required to establish and implement a process of citizen
participation, utilizing the Social Services Transportation Advisory Council (SSTAC) to hear the needs of
transit dependent or disadvantaged persons. CA PUC Section 99238.5 (a) requires that this process
provide for at least one public hearing annually.
In accordance with the Transportation Development Act (TDA), eight public hearings were conducted
throughout Merced County to solicit public comment regarding transit needs in Merced County. In
addition, MCAG received comments from citizens regarding unmet transit needs through mail, email,
phone, social media and an online survey.
If the MCAG Governing Board through the unmet transit needs finding process identifies an “unmet
transit need” and determines the need is “reasonable to meet”, these transit needs must be met before
any TDA funds are expended for non-transit uses, such as street and road projects. (Revised definitions
of “unmet transit need” and “reasonable to meet” were adopted by the MCAG Governing Board on
February 16, 2017 and are attached for reference.)
According to CA PUC Section 99401.5 (c), an agency's determination of needs that are “reasonable to
meet” shall not be made by comparing unmet transit needs with the need for streets and roads.
The SSTAC has three options when making a recommendation to the MCAG Governing Board based on
public comment and the application of the “unmet transit needs” and “reasonable to meet” definitions:
•
•
•

There are no unmet transit needs; or
There are no unmet transit needs that are reasonable to meet; or
There are unmet transit needs, including needs that are reasonable to meet.
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DISCUSSION
MCAG staff has provided all public comments received during the FY 2019-2020 unmet transit needs
process for the SSTAC to evaluate and apply the “Unmet Transit Need” and “Reasonable to Meet” MCAG
Governing Board adopted definitions.
If you have any questions about this agenda item, please contact Natalia Austin at (209)723-3153 x 127
or natalia.austin@mcagov.org.

REQUESTED ACTION
Recommend the MCAG Governing Board adopt by resolution a finding of fact for FY 2019-2020 with the
following options:
a.
b.
c.

There are no unmet transit needs; or
There are no unmet transit needs that are reasonable to meet; or
There are unmet transit needs, including needs that are reasonable to meet.

Attachments: Definitions of the Terms “Unmet Transit Need” and “Reasonable to Meet”
Potential Unmet Transit Needs – FY 2019-2020
Unmet Transit Needs Public Comments
Unmet Transit Needs Online Survey - Summary
Unmet Transit Needs Online Survey - Additional Comments
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MERCED COUNTY UNMET TRANSIT NEED AND REASONABLE TO MEET DEFINITIONS
Unmet Transit Need:
An unmet transit need is an inadequacy in the existing public transit services for persons
recognized as transit-dependent in Merced County.
Reasonable to Meet:
An unmet transit need that meets the definition above and meets all the following criteria shall be
considered reasonable to meet:
Minimum requirements:
1. Feasibility - The proposed transit service can be achieved safely and will not
violate local, state, and federal law.
2. Funding - The proposed transit service will not cause the transit operator to
incur expenses greater than the maximum allocation of Transportation
Development Act Local Transportation Funds.
3. Equity - The proposed transit service will benefit the general public, with
particular consideration for those who rely on public transportation, seniors,
and disabled persons, within the meaning of Title VI or other similar
assessments.
Other areas for consideration:
4. Community Acceptance - There needs to be demonstrated interest of citizens in
the proposed transit service such as multiple comments or petitions.
5. Potential Ridership – The proposed transit service will not reduce the existing level
of transit service and will comply with safety, security and maintenance
requirements. The proposed transit service will meet “new service” ridership
performance standards established for the transit operator in its agency planning
documents. Measurement of ridership performance may include assessing
passengers per hour and passengers per mile.
6. Cost Effectiveness – Unless the proposed transit service is eligible for a two-year
exemption period, it must not reduce the ability of the overall transit system service
to meet minimum fare box return requirements as stated in the Transportation
Development Act statutes or established by Merced County Association of
Governments.
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APPLICATION OF "UNMET TRANSIT NEED" AND "REASONABLE TO MEET" MCAG GOVERNING BOARD ADOPTED DEFINITIONS TO
FY 2019 -20 UNMET TRANSIT NEEDS HEARINGS PUBLIC COMMENTS
PUBLIC COMMENT

IS THIS
AN
UNMET
NEED?

SSTAC RECOMMENDATION /
DISCUSSION

Reasonable to Meet Requirements
Feasibility

Funding

Equity

Community
Acceptance

Potential
Ridership

Cost
Effectiveness

NEW SERVICE
1 Provide service to Snelling
Provide a transit connection to Fresno
2
State
a.) Provide a transit connection to the
Bay Area b.) Have service connect to
Stanislaus County commuter service at
3
Turlock Transit Center earlier in the
mornings to connect with BART to give
access to the Bay Area

Provide service early enough to
4 connect to Amtrak Capitol Morning
Express Train
Provide service to Hilmar to get to
5 Turlock or Merced (possibly ondemand service)
Provide service to North Merced (north
6
of Merced College)
Provide service to El Capitan High
7
School
Provide service to smaller communities
8
in Merced County
Provide transit service to north west
9 Merced neighborhood (W Yosemite Ave
and San Augustine Ave)

EXTENDED SERVICE
Extend current service in Delhi to
10 include residential areas south of the
highschool.
Extend service in Los Banos to include
11
fixed route service
Provide additional fixed route service
12
to Los Banos
Provide additional fixed route service
13
to Livingston
Extend paratransit to more areas of the
14
county

Page 1 of 2
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APPLICATION OF "UNMET TRANSIT NEED" AND "REASONABLE TO MEET" MCAG GOVERNING BOARD ADOPTED DEFINITIONS TO
FY 2019 -20 UNMET TRANSIT NEEDS HEARINGS PUBLIC COMMENTS
PUBLIC COMMENT

IS THIS
AN
UNMET
NEED?

SSTAC RECOMMENDATION /
DISCUSSION

Reasonable to Meet Requirements
Feasibility

Funding

Equity

Community
Acceptance

Potential
Ridership

Cost
Effectiveness

NEW
SERVICE
Extend
service in the evenings so
15

college students can attend night
classes and return home, and to serve
those discharged from the hospital

16 Extend service in central Atwater
17 Extend service in South Merced
Increase service frequency on
18
weekends
Increase service frequency for Atwater
19
routes
Provide weekend service on the UC
20
route
21 Increase service frequency for W1
Provide service to Amtrak from North
22
Merced on weekends

ACCESSIBILITY
The Bus Live App should have
accessibility options such as
26 contrast/inverted colors, larger or
smaller text, and voice over
Provide audible announcements on
27
paratransit buses

Page 2 of 2
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Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Los Banos Community Center
January 31, 2019 4:00 PM
Hearing opened at 4:05 PM
• Jack Griffin- (With the Golden Agers) Upcoming social function in Merced in
May, would like arrangements for a group to be picked up at a certain time
and day by a bus. Would like them to be picked up from the Los Banos
Community Center and dropped off at the Merced Fairgrounds, then taken
back to the Community Center. Last year, The Bus said they couldn’t
accommodate. Been concerned for years that the transit system has
ignored the Westside of the county.
• David Dees – with the Planning Commission of Los Banos, Measure V COC,
various other committees.
Asks Jack Griffin about any private transportation service that has been
considered to provide the service requested for that event.
Last year there was some discussion regarding more shelters in Los Banos
particularly one at the community center.
Hearing adjourned at 4:30 PM

Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Los Banos Community Center
January 31, 2019 7:00 pm
Hearing opened at 7:00 pm
No public comments were made
Hearing adjourned at 7:15 pm
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Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Atwater Council Chambers
February 5, 2019 4:00 PM
Hearing opened at 4:11 PM
• Chris Giesy – Transit rider for years. Concerned with the W2 and the A2
route. W2 and the A2 are within a few minutes of each other. The A2
doesn’t have a lot of riders. Change the W2 route back the way it was a
few years ago, the way Route 8 used to be without the transfer to Target.
Go down First Street to the Transpo. Add a second bus to the A1 route. Bus
431 is missing a seat for the past 2 years. A shelter is needed badly at
Castlewood bus stop on Buhach. A bench and a trash can are needed at
Castle Gardens stop. A sign is needed at Buhach and Avenue One and
Veterans Park across Bellevue at the storage center at the shelter on
Buhach.
Hearing adjourned at 4:17 PM

Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Atwater Council Chambers
February 5, 2019 7:00 PM
Hearing opened at 7:18 PM
• Viviana Norris – Several of the routes do not stop at the Bellevue
Elementary stop on both sides. Most of the time the drivers go way past
and she must run to catch the bus. She is visually impaired, and this makes
it difficult when the bus passes or doesn’t stop. Sometimes the driver says
the PCA person didn’t flag the bus, but why should they flag when she is
standing at a designated stop? The second concern is: What awareness
Atwater Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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training have they given the drivers regarding guide dogs? 5 years ago, one
of the drivers said she couldn’t get on the bus with a dog. The driver was
afraid of the dog and wouldn’t let her on the bus. No shuttle service was
offered. The third concern is: What services can a hearing-impaired rider
utilize to contact the transit office? The fourth concern is: Sometimes the
drivers do not announce the stops. This makes her nervous to ride the bus
because she doesn’t know where the bus is going. When she mentions to
the driver, sometimes they get upset at her. Occasionally, when the
announcer isn’t working, she will let the driver know what stop she would
like to get off. Sometimes they forget to let her know when her stop has
come up. They let her off way past the stop or she must ride the whole
route loop.
Hearing adjourned 7:45 PM

Atwater Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Merced Council Chambers
February 7, 2019 4:00 PM
Hearing opened at 4:13 PM
• Tina Kline – The bus shelters are not clean at all. The trash cans are
overflowing. Graffiti on lots of the benches. M6 – Her son has a
chiropractor appointment that is on Lincoln and Olive. So, coming from the
college, it is far away to catch it at Olive and G.
The M6 needs to stop somewhere near the north end of town somewhere
closer to the mall or Target.
• J.C. Aguirre – Struggles because the M1 is always late. There is so much
ridership so it’s difficult for him to get to school on time on Wardrobe. It’s
always behind. Suggests for M2 to have a south loop. Bus 172 has no wi-fi.
He does his homework on the bus while he commutes and can’t without
wi-fi.
• Julie Kelly – M6 passenger. The bus that goes to nowhere. Put the M6 back
the way it was before when it used to go to Walmart, Target, the hospital,
Merced College etc.… Would also like a few more benches around town.
There isn’t a bench on 26th and Glen. Has issues standing for long periods of
time because she wears braces on both legs.
• Virginia Vogt – Rides the bus every day. Main route that she uses is the M1.
Problem is that the buses do not run late enough to take the bus home
from the college after class. One night, she had to walk 4 miles home. This
is an issue for others as well. The W2 leaves while students are getting out
of class. She plans her classes around the bus schedule but sometimes the
buses are late, then she is late for class. M2 is so crowded that people with
walkers have to sit at the front where they have to keep getting up to let
people on the bus.
• Katie Miller – M1 is always late. M2 should go back to the old route going
south. M1 on 3rd and T should have benches for the elderly as well. Put M6
Merced Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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•

•

•

•

•

back the way it used to be. M4 should adjust the times, it’s always late.
Please extend service hours in the evenings for students to attend night
classes and so people can get home from work. Extend hours to at least
9:00 pm or 10:00 pm
Fernando Echevarria – South Merced Routes, M3. The 7:00pm bus is the
latest one that people can take to get back home to the south side. South
side Merced needs drastic changes on the routes. A new bus route is going
to the cemetery on B Street in a year or so. Worried that it will take away
from the other routes in South Merced. Please do not only focus on the
north side of Merced (college students). Give some attention to the south
side routes. Wants free rides on the 4th of July to Atwater from Merced.
Mark Hamilton – (personal comment) On M Street at Applegate Park. There
is one stop that has a bench and another one that has a pole. Consolidate
the two stops. Suggests putting the stop on 26th and M.
Mark Hamilton – City of Merced Housing Division - Proposed development
on Childs and B Street. Would like a route on Childs Ave to go on the
Highway 99 overpass to help students get to Golden Valley safely.
Charles Rayburn – 1326 Christopher Drive in Merced. Does not ride the bus
because he does not see a bus. In his subdivision, the closest bus that he
sees is on Paulson. Wonders if the bus goes out to serve the students that
attend El Capitan. North Merced (north of the college) also needs service.
Merced needs a dependable service. It’s a good city, help people travel
around it.
Lucille Hardy – Lives on E 22nd street. Has concerns with paratransit. She
was told she can only have one pass per month. She has therapy 3 times a
month twice a day and several doctor’s appointments. Can’t afford to pay
$100 for the extra passes. Has difficulty getting around. Her free pass from
AAA has been limited and she’s already paid over $100. She is new to
Merced and hasn’t been able to get any help. The paratransit service is
good and on time. Would like to go some places in the evening but
paratransit ends at a certain time. Thinks that seniors and those with
disabilities should get free passes to ride the paratransit. Most of the
paratransit buses are empty.

Merced Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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• Steven Williams – The smaller buses stop request buttons aren’t working.
Is that an ADA violation? Takes the M5 frequently. One of the bus stops is
listed as Orchard and 21st. That stop has visibility issues. Suggests moving
the stop to Weston Way and 21st St. Would have higher visibility. Another
suggestion would be for a figure 8 type loop that goes north/south
between 16th and Olive, then between G, M, and R. Getting from G to R
Street is very difficult without having to take several transfers.
• Cindy Miiller –Rides the M2. When taking eastbound or westbound the
driver doesn’t sign in to the Bus Live app and so she missed the bus. She
was unable to track the bus using the app because of this. The
announcements aren’t loud enough, or the drivers aren’t announcing the
stops. Also, the drivers get upset when asked to put the ramp out.
• Araceli Garcia – Leadership Counsel of Justice and Accountability.
Community residents in South Merced feel that the bus stops are unsafe
because they stop in traffic near Walmart and in south Merced on Childs.
Regarding priority 12.6 of the RTP, would like to increase vanpooling and
ridesharing by allocating funding to these efforts especially in Planada. They
currently do informal ridesharing but would like to increase this form of
transportation in this area.
• Chris Giesy – M3 has the same routes as the M2. Expand M3 the way it
used to be going to the Human Services Agency. Bring back old Route 1 and
2 that used to cover the majority of Merced. Why don’t we have newer
bike racks on the buses like they have in Modesto? The racks we have now
interfere with the windshield wipers and they are old.
• Anonymous – Something needs to be done about indecent exposure on the
bus. Riders ride the bus with pants that sag so low that when they sit
down, their underwear or bare buttocks are touching the seats. The drivers
should enforce that those riders have to pull up their pants or not ride the
bus.
Hearing adjourned at 5:01 PM

Merced Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Merced Council Chambers
February 7, 2019 7:00 PM
Hearing opened at 7:10pm
• Josephine Ochoa – Volunteers for United Domestic Workers of America.
Needs a bus stop on Business Park Way on the W2 or the L. Now that they
have the UDW out on Business Parkway they have fewer volunteers
because they need a ride out there. Some of the volunteers are seniors and
have a difficulty getting over to the new location to volunteer. Hours of
operation are 9am to 6pm. Would be ok with an on demand stop as well.
There are 10 other businesses out there. She was training someone on the
bus, and the bus schedule is too high to see, especially for someone with a
wheelchair. Another suggestion is for the drivers to get closer to the curb
when picking up disabled riders (tighten up). The drivers were taught not
to stop at corners, but most of the stops are at corners. When stopping to
pick up a wheelchair rider or someone with a walker at a corner, the bus
can’t pull up close enough to the rider. Take some care to reevaluate the
stops and their positions on the streets to make it more accessible for
disabled riders. Senior riders like to go to church, but the frequency is not
enough on the weekends.
• Sandra Rogers – Single working parent of two children that attend El
Capitan. She works in Clovis every day for the past 13 years. Since she has
to leave so early, she has to drive her kids to school at 7am and picks them
up at 7pm. Worries about her children walking or riding their bikes along side high speed roads with no sidewalks. She pays for Uber for her dad to
pick up her kids when they have to leave school early. Saw in previous
Unmet Transit Needs reports that the request has been declined due to
lack of high-density population. But now there has been more
development. Safety, access, attendance would be improved for students.
Attendance in after school activities would be improved. Wellness would
Merced Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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be improved. 1600 students attend El Capitan, many are socioeconomically challenged, 800 are not old enough to drive, and a high rate
of them come from single-family households. The school bus doesn’t
accommodate afterschool activities, it leaves at 4:30. Lives near El Portal
and G.
• Juan Martinez – has an elderly mother and she wants to start getting
around on her own using transit services. Many of the Baby Boomer
generation are getting up in age and some are losing their licenses because
of poor eyesight. Please consider aging riders, taking care to ensure that
the service and the signs are accessible. Some of the older generation may
feel depressed when they can’t get around because of not being able to
navigate the transit system.
Hearing adjourned at 7:44 PM

Merced Unmet Transit Needs Hearings 2019
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Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Planada Community Center
February 11, 2019 4:00 PM
Hearing opened at 4:30 PM
• Hermila Barajas Munguia – For her the bus is like her car because she’s
never owned a car. It upsets her when the bus doesn’t come on time
because she wants to get home. When she tries to flag down the bus in
Merced on Olive in front of Food 4 Less the bus won’t stop. Other
passengers are putting their feet up on the seats, occupying the other
seats, so others can’t sit down. Even when someone asks to sit, the
passengers taking up the extra seat say no. This happens all the time. When
she has her purse on the seat, she moves it so others can sit down, but then
people don’t move their feet so others can’t sit. The bus driver does not
enforce the rules. On M3 whenever she tries to pull the cord to stop the
bus, the driver will not let her get off where she wants to get off near the
99 Cent store. They make her get off at designated stops.
• Maria Barajas de Corona – Same as above
• Manuel Barcelo – Same as above
Hearing adjourned at 4:45 PM

Unmet Transit Needs Public Hearing
– Planada Community Center
February 11, 2019 7:00 PM
No comments
Hearing adjourned at 7:15 PM
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Ramin Mirfakhraie
Natalia Austin
Unmet Transit Needs Input
Tuesday, January 08, 2019 9:32:37 PM

Dear Ms. Austin,
I, and a number of other folks, frequently use the T route to commute to Turlock from Merced, a ride that
is one hour and twenty minutes long. As for myself, in order to get to work, I have to board another bus
(StaRT Bus) in Turlock (Transit Center) to get to Modesto. In total, then, I spend around two hours and
thirty minutes on these buses to get to my destination, which is just too long.
If possible, then, please try to shorten the amount of time that it takes the T route to get to Turlock Transit
Center, so that I, and others, don't have spend so much time on the road.
Here's a suggestion: Let's eliminate the Atwater Transpo and Walnut/Franci stops from the T loop
(northbound only) and add them to the W1 loop instead, thus enabling the T to go directly to Livingston,
Delhi, and then Turlock from Merced.
I thank you in advance for your attention to this important matter.
Best regards,
Mirfakhraie (Mr.)
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It was like I was being single out and refused "against ADA act or Title 5" so I reported her and
compliant file. Now We are at this point here.
This happens I won't be denied it, but People always use these baskets and use them. Why I am
single out here in this instance, but other drivers don't have this problem or issue, and people get
on the bus with baskets all the time.
I think you should change that rule or enforce your rules with Baskets because it's not fair for
me.
I called and went on my way. Until this is solved, I won't take the bus with a basket. It was
awesome for me to be able to do this. Now I am scared to come out to you and explain why this
happens. I emailed and never got a response because of the past experiences I had with the
administration.
I would like to know what happens with this
Other than that issue. I think you are turning the system around for the better. on both accounts.
Just need to find a Static Phone number for your notification system for the paratransit system
Other questions:
I would like to volunteer with the system, might clean busses or wash them while waiting for a
job in Information Technology at the yard if you are accepting volunteers or part time work.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

loving life
Natalia Austin
The bus- unmet transit needs
Monday, January 28, 2019 9:17:08 AM

Hi my name is Dominique and I’m writing to you about the unmet transit needs which I won’t
be able to attend one of the meeting so I’m emailing you
One of my concerns is that I have a child that has Autism that is not able to enjoy the bus are
not able to ride the bus due to the fact the announcer that is one the bus that hurts his ears I
really wish that you guys can really fix this issue some how because I have to catch a lyft to
his appts and to do shopping all the time when I can save money riding the bus the announcer
makes it very difficult for Autism kids the way we hear it has normal they hear it 10x which is
worse for them I have complain about this issue by calling Mcag and also calling the bus and
nothing has been done about it the bus should be accessible for all people who has a disability
and right now the bus is only meeting half please help with this issue thank you
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Valerie Lange
Natalia Austin
Additional sit-down shelter
Tuesday, January 29, 2019 2:25:59 PM

I live in the Granville Apartments, Willowbrook Dr. at Hwy 59 North in Merced. The M1 fixed route is
convenient, but the lack of a sit-down shelter is not. I'm disabled (use a walker) and can not stand for
long periods. With three large apartment complexes near that corner, I'm sure you'd have more M1 riders
with a sit-down shelter! I could even meet my paratransit ride there if I'm able to sit down. Thank you for
your consideration..
Sincerely,
Valerie Lange
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

keonickb@gmail.com
Natalia Austin
important info for Natalia, at the Bus meeting in Losbanos
Thursday, January 31, 2019 5:26:49 PM

Hi Natalia,
I use the Bus daly to and from Merced transpo Daly from losbanos.
I was wonder if there could be another bus from transpo to losbanos, around 11 o’clock, and even
at 2.30. the wait is really long before the next bus come’s. may: be the 12.45 can be move to make
room for the buses that I am requesting.
Even on the weekend’s there is not enough buses. because during the week I work and only have
time to do my business on the weekend’s.
I know most all of your drivers from and to merced because I am a Blind user.
I wish I could have make it to the meeting’s today. Unfortunately I can’t.
Sincerely,Keoni
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Giesy
Natalia Austin
Merced Routes M1, M3, M6 UC
Tuesday, February 05, 2019 9:10:24 PM

Natalia,
This is Chris Giesy here. I’m thinking about a few more routes that might need a little or improvements here in city
of Merced.. most of the routes are good now and let’s modify some of the routes here in Merced. Having a second
bus that serves the HSA like having a route 5X like we used to have it years ago.. scheduling might get right
between that route and the M1. And my other concern is the UC route like having 2 UC routes that one of them
serve from the Merced college to the UC like the route is now and the other UC route by going down G Street to the
Amtrak and the Merced Transpo Center.. G st to 23rd to MLK AND THEN TO THE Amtrak, and down on K Street
to the MCAG Office and Transpo.. Same and different route structure going back with 2 buses on that route since
they are an hour loops.. 30 mins service freg.. now the route after leaving Amtrak, left on K Street, Left on 23rd,
Right on MLK, left on 21st and left on G Street..
And changed the M6 the way it used to be by taking breaks at the Merced College or Target.. I will do a quick demo
about the UC route and maybe the M3 routes Thursday evening..
Thank you
Sincerely yours
Chris Giesy
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Giesy
Natalia Austin; Artis Smith
Missing seat from bus 431
Tuesday, February 05, 2019 5:36:11 PM

Just in case if you guy or Artis need that picture from that bus.. there were a set up from before when the mechanics took it out of the bus..
Thank you
Sincerely yours
Chris Giesy

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sandra Rogers
Natalia Austin
Merced Unmet Transit Hearing
Tuesday, February 12, 2019 12:05:03 PM

Hi there,
I spoke about needing an El Capitan High city bus stop at the evening hearing. My name is Sandra Rogers.
I just wanted to add that when I last checked over 30% of students were categorized as school of choice and so they
are not able to take the school bus.
Also the following day after the hearing, I woke with a migraine and was unable to drive my kids to school. If there
was a city bus they could have taken it and been on time, but instead they had to wait for me to be well enough to
drive. As a result they missed their 1st period class.
Adding a bus stop could also help improve school attendance.
Thanks for adding this to my current comment.
Sandra
Sent from my iPhone
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From:
To:
Date:

Candace Casey
Natalia Austin
Monday, January 28, 2019 2:48:30 PM

My name is Candace Casey. I am a woman living with a disability who lives on Shaffer road
in between Winton and Atwater. My disability does not really impair my ability to walk but
my roommate has mobility issues and breathing impairments. The nearest bus stop is either at
the dollar General or at the library across from the Vfw. It can be dangerous walking home at
night. I normally try not to do that but we have asked several drivers to drop us off at 6357
Shaffer where we live. For some reason they all have refused to stop here even though
according to our landlord we are not the only people who have requested that stop.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Matt Graham
Natalia Austin
2019 Unmet Transit Needs Comments and Suggestions
Monday, February 11, 2019 9:04:05 AM
2019 Unmet Transit Needs Comments.pdf

Good morning:
I am from Turlock, CA and use public transportation frequently using Turlock Transit, StaRT,
and also THE BUS to go to Merced. Unfortunately, I was not able to attend the Unmet Transit
Needs public hearing but I still have some comments and suggestions to share.
I've gathered some comments and suggestions from both myself and on behalf of a few other
passengers of THE BUS and have come up with some possible solutions to how these could be
met by the current transit system. These comments, suggestions, and possible solutions are
listed in the included document.
It would be greatly appreciated if this information could be considered during the 2019 unmet
transit needs process or if the attached document could be forwarded to the transit
operations team so it could be reviewed and the suggestions could possibly improve the
current transit system in the future.
Thank you for your time.
Matt Graham

Sent from Outlook
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MERCED COUNTY
UNMENT TRANSIT NEEDS PROCESS - 2019

COMMENTS &
POSSIBLE
SOLUTIONS

Updated: 02/11/19 by M. Graham

032

Suggestions for the T route
Comments:
-

There should be bus service closer to Smart & Final and Martin Luther King in Merced
The T route takes too long leaving Merced via 16th Street and could be on Highway 99 sooner to avoid
the red lights
There needs to be a bus route that goes from Merced to Target in Atwater
The T route should serve more of south Livingston
The T route should also stop at Rancho San Miguel in Livingston like how the L route does
(Popular request) There needs to be bus service in Hilmar to get to either Turlock or Merced
The T route should stop at CSU Stanislaus on the campus side, not across the street, so campus is easier
to get to from the bus
The T route should have better connections with other transit systems like Turlock Transit and StaRT in
Turlock
There needs to be bus service closer to Costco in Merced

Possible Solutions:
When the T route leaves Merced Transpo, the bus could turn right on M St. and left on 15 th St. to provide
service closer to Smart & Final and Martin Luther King. There could even be a bus stop available on 15th next
to Smart & Final so the walk is not too far to shop and get to the bus. From Martin Luther King, the bus can get
on Highway 99 to go to Atwater which will make the route slightly shorter because this way the bus could go
faster and avoid the signals on 16th St.

After the T route stops at Atwater Transpo, it could also go to Super Target in Atwater before going to
Livingston. The T route can also stop at Super Target before Atwater Transpo when going back to Merced.
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From Super Target in Atwater, the T route can get to Livingston by continuing to drive on Bell Dr. and turn
right on Main St. to get to Livingston from the south and get back on the normal route at B St. by Rite Aid. This
will allow the T route to serve more of south Livingston along Main St. and can even use this same route going
back to Atwater. Going this way would also be faster at times because there will not be as much traffic and as
many accidents as on Highway 99 between Atwater and Livingston.
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As an alternative, when the T route gets off at the Hammatt Ave exit, the bus could turn left instead of going
right to serve more of south Livingston from either F St. or Park St. to Main St. and get back on the normal
route at B St. by Rite Aid.

The T route can turn into the driveway and stop at Rancho San Miguel in Livingston like how the L route also
stops there and continue back on the route after stopping at Rancho San Miguel. Or there could at least be a bus
stop added for the T route close to Rancho San Miguel on the sidewalk on B St. before turning right on Winton
Parkway.

The T route run that starts in Turlock in the morning before going back to Merced could start in Hilmar instead
before going to Turlock so there will be service for people in Hilmar to get to Turlock in the morning or they
can stay on the route until it ends to get to Merced in the morning. Before the first bus gets to Turlock, it could
start service in Hilmar then go north on Lander Ave. to get on Highway 99 to continue the route to Turlock.
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The T route can also end service in Hilmar at the end of the day so these passengers can get back to Hilmar later
in the day by going south on Lander Ave after leaving Turlock and can go out of service in Hilmar after
dropping off the remaining passengers.

There could also be a run on the T route later in the afternoon to go through Hilmar. In Delhi after stopping at
Delhi High School, the bus can turn left on Merced Ave. to get to Bloss Ave. and stop in Hilmar before going to
Turlock via Lander Ave. This way would make the route longer so it could just be an on-demand service that is
ready if anyone needs to use it but otherwise the route can continue as normal if nobody needs the service to
Hilmar. This run on the T route can also go through Hilmar the other way from Turlock, south on Lander Ave,
left on Bloss Ave, left on Merced Ave and get back on Schendel Ave. to continue the route from Delhi High
School going back to Merced. Again, this could be on-demand service available if service to Hilmar is
requested or the route can continue as normal.
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When the T route gets to Turlock, it could stop at Safeway gas station on Monte Vista and Countryside like it
usually does then turn right on Golden State Blvd. which will lead directly to Roger K. Fall Transit Center.
Then the bus could head north on Geer and turn left on Monte Vista to stop on the campus side of Stanislaus
State at Monte Vista and Dels to also be closer to connect with Turlock Transit and StaRT across the street. The
bus can then turn left on Dels and right on Fulkerth going by Walmart and back on Highway 99 to Merced.
Hiving the T route go this way could help get passengers to the transit center faster and could add potential
riders in Turlock who need to get from the transit center to Stanislaus State faster.

When the T route ends in Merced, rather than getting off Highway 99 on 6th St. to go to Transpo, it should
continue and get off at the V St. exit then take 15th St. to O St. to get to Transpo. Going this way could make the
route slightly faster because there are less signals and can also provide service closer to Costco by adding a stop
closer too.
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Suggestion for a new north Turlock commuter route
Comments:
-

There should be a faster way to get from Merced College to Turlock
There should be public transportation available closer to the smaller communities in Merced County
There are no bus routes to provide service to the Turlock / Denair Amtrak station
The Bus should stop at CSU Stanislaus on the campus side, not across the street
THE BUS should have a better way to connect with other transit systems like Turlock Transit and StaRT
in Turlock

How adding a new Turlock north commuter route can help
The T route is the route that currently goes from Merced Transpo on Highway 99 to Turlock. This route
currently has three buses that leave every hour. One of these buses could be taken from the T route so the
service might not be as frequent like when there used to be only two buses on the T route. The extra bus could
be used for a new north Turlock commuter route that leaves from Merced College and gets to Turlock from
Santa Fe. The naming scheme could even be like the Winton commuter routes where the bus that leaves from
Transpo could be called route T1 and the bus that leaves Merced College could be called T2. This new route
could be like an express route for people to get from Merced to Turlock faster without going through other
communities along the way. This route can start off like the L route by leaving Merced College and going down
Santa Fe but continuing after Winton, possibly providing service to smaller communities along Santa Fe such as
Cressey and Ballico if demand is high enough. Then in Denair, the bus can turn left and stop close to the
Turlock / Denair Amtrak station before continuing west on Monte Vista to also stop at Stanislaus State on the
campus side (Monte Vista and Dels bus stop). It could go to Roger K. Fall Transit Center, back to Denair to
stop close to the train station, then back down Santa Fe to end the route at Merced College. This route could add
potential riders who want to get to Stanislaus State and the Amtrak station in Denair and this route would also
be a faster way to get between Merced and Turlock.
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Suggestions for the L route
Comments:
-

The L route needs more frequent service
There is no point having both L and W2 when the L can just cover the part of W2 that goes through
Atwater and Winton to lower costs
(Popular request) There needs to be bus service closer to the Merced Adult School at Castle
The bus spends too much time waiting between Castle HSA and Castle Clinic
The L route needs to serve more in Livingston west of Main St.
(Popular request) There needs to be bus service available to get from Hilmar to Merced College in the
mornings and back to Hilmar later in the day

Possible Solutions:
The L route can be extended to also go down Bellevue and Winton Way in Atwater rather than Santa Fe and in
return the W2 route could be discontinued to allow the L and W1 routes to have more frequent service with an
extra bus for each of these routes. Having the L route serve Bellevue and Winton Way would still provide
service from Merced College to Atwater if the W2 route is changed or discontinued.
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At Castle, the bus could have a stop added closer to the Merced Adult School before going to HSA when
coming from Merced or after HSA when coming from Livingston. The bus could also take a shorter route to get
from HSA to the Clinic to shorten the route, so the bus does not have to go in a large circle on a narrow oneway street.
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After the L route stops at Walnut Ave. and Celia Dr. in Livingston, the bus could go to Harvest and N. Main
first then go to Foster Farms in the counter-clockwise direction to avoid confusion that the bus on this side of
the street is the one going to Livingston. There should also be a time point at Foster Farms rather than Harvest
and N. Main, so it is easier to know when the bus is supposed to stop there. After crossing the bridge and
railroad tracks on Main St. the bus can turn right on B St. and go to Rancho San Miguel first. After leaving
Rancho San Miguel and circling back onto Winton Parkway, the bus can turn right on B St. instead of left to get
to F St. by the school and provide more service to Livingston west of Main St. this way. When the bus gets to
Main St. it can turn right and left on Park to get back on the normal route but continue north on Main to Foster
Farms and Walnut Ave. back to Merced as the bus would have already stopped at Rancho San Miguel.

Before the first run on the L route starts in Livingston, it could begin service in Hilmar to pick up passengers in
the morning then go back to Livingston to resume the route from Winton Parkway. This would allow people in
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Hilmar to have bus service to Merced College in the morning. The L route can also end service in Hilmar on the
last run by picking up passengers at Merced College and after the bus stops at Rancho San Miguel, it could go
to Hilmar to drop off passengers there before going out of service for the day.

Suggestions for the W1 route
Comments:
-

The W1 route needs more frequent service

Possible Solutions:
If the W2 route is discontinued, the L route can take over the Atwater section on Bellevue and Winton Way so
the two extra buses from W2 can be added to L and W1 so there are three buses on these routes and service can
be more frequent.

Suggestions for the W2 route
Comments:
-

Merced College students in Atwater have too long of a trip to get from Atwater to Merced College and
requires using more than one bus
There needs to be more bus service for central Atwater
There needs to be a bus that goes closer to the library in Atwater
There should be a route from Merced to Target in Atwater

Possible Solutions:
The L route could take over the section of W2 on Bellevue and Winton Way when going to and from
Livingston. The W2 route could be changed to the route like how route 8 used to go on the old bus routes.
When the bus turns left on to Bellevue from Santa Fe, it could turn left again to go south on Bellevue, then right
on Juniper to go closer to the library and serve more of central Atwater. It could also stop at Atwater Transpo
and end at Super Target like route 8 used to and so there could be bus service available from Merced to Super
Target and Merced College to connect with Atwater routes at Atwater Transpo. On the way back to Merced, the
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route can be shorter by continuing east on Juniper after Buhach to get to Santa Fe this way rather than going
back north to Bellevue and south again on Santa Fe.

Suggestions for the A1 route
Comments:
There needs to be more frequent service for Atwater routes
Possible Solutions:
If the A2 route is discontinued, the extra bus could be used to have more frequent service or it could be used to
have a counter clockwise loop of A1 running while the clockwise loop is going in the other direction so there
will be service on both sides and so stops at the end of the route can be served quicker without having long
rides.
Suggestions for the A2 route
Comments:
-

There is not enough service closer to central Atwater close to the library
There is not enough service west of Winton Way

Possible Solutions:
The A2 route could be extended so that it serves more of Atwater and Winton as the current A2 route goes
along routes that are already served by other routes the A2 could extend to central Atwater closer to the library
and serve more areas on the west of Winton Way.
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Suggestions for the LB route
Comments:
-

The LB does not run frequent enough
The LB should stop at Merced College more
The LB should extend to Dos Palos rather than using Dial A Ride

Possible Solutions:
There are currently three LB buses running in the morning when there only needs to be one going to Merced
and one going to Los Banos. By getting rid of the third bus, the LB route should be able to add another run
between the 8:15 run and 12:45 run so the LB route can run more frequently. The LB route should also stop at
Merced College Merced campus every run so students can get to Los Banos faster rather than having to wait
until the LB around 5 pm leaves.
The LB route can extend to serve Dos Palos like it used to in the past which would eliminate the need to also
have the DP link so there would be a fixed route between Los Banos and Dos Palos or Dos Palos and Merced.

Suggestions for the P route
Comments:
-

There should be bus service to Chowchilla so Merced College students who live in Chowchilla have
public transportation available.
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Possible Solutions:
The P route could extend after Le Grand to also serve Chowchilla so students in Chowchilla would be able to
have bus service to get to Merced College. This would make the route longer so it could just be an on-demand
service if it is requested.

Suggestions for the UC route
Comments:
-

The UC route should also stop at the mall
There needs to be more service for north Merced north of the college closer to El Capitan High
The UC route should have weekend service too
Both UC buses arrive at Merced College at the same time and it is possible to get on the wrong bus as
they are not labeled properly

Possible Solutions:
When the UC route is going north on M St. the bus can turn left and stop across from Target, then turn left
again to also stop at R and Olive, then turn right on Olive, right on Meadows to stop at Meadows and Olive,
right again to go by Target again and return to the route on M St. going north. This will allow for the UC route
to also serve Target and the Merced Mall as well as other nearby bus stops along the way. The UC route can
also go this way when going back to Transpo.
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After the UC route leaves Merced College going towards UC Merced, the bus can circle around the UC parking
lot to get back to M St. and go north to Bellevue by El Capitan High School to serve more people in north
Merced. Then the bus can follow Bellevue to UC Merced and return to the normal route from UC Merced back
to Yosemite Ave. going towards Transpo.
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These changes to the UC route should allow for the frequency of the buses to change so that the issue can be
resolved where passengers are confused when both UC buses arrive at Merced College at the same time. If not,
the buses should also be spaced differently to keep this from happening.
The UC route should also have a Saturday service available with runs between 8 and 6 even by reducing
Sunday service for other routes that have lower ridership because this is the only bus route that goes down
Yosemite Ave. east Merced and it only operates during the week.

Suggestions for routes M1 and M2
Comments:
-

There needs to be more service near west Yosemite Ave. in Merced
There needs to be service closer to the library
The M1 and M2 routes cover the same area which is pointless having both routes
The M1 route is too long and only goes one way at some parts of the route making the ride long
The M2 should have the south loop again for more service on south R St.
The M1 route should serve closer to Costco

Possible Solutions:
The M1 and M2 routes cover most of the same areas of Merced when they could each serve more areas with
M1 more focused on West Merced and M2 focused closer to R St. The M1 route is also very long and there are
one-way sections which require passengers to be on the bus for longer. The M2 also does not go to R St. south
of Transpo so not as many areas south of Transpo close to R St. are not being served. The M1 route can be
changed to go two directions for most of the route and can serve more of West Merced especially closer to
Yosemite Ave. and the route can be shortened. The M2 route could extend to have the south loop again so there
is more service in this area and can also serve closer to the library before going to Transpo. In the suggested
route map below, the M1 route suggestions are shown in green and the M2 suggestions are shown in red.
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Suggestions for route M3
Comments:
-

There needs to be service closer to the library
There needs to be service to Amtrak from north Merced when the UC route is not available
The M3 route could be shorter after leaving the college especially since M4 already does the loop by the
hospital
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Possible Solutions:
The M3 route can serve the area closer to the Merced County Library by adjusting the route to go around the
block by the library and back on M St. to return to the normal route.

The M3 route can serve Amtrak by adjusting its route to stop at Amtrak and get back onto M St. so there is still
service to Amtrak for north Merced when the UC route is not available.
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After stopping at Merced College, the M3 route can also be shortened and serve more people north of Merced
College by getting to G St. through the UC parking lot, still stopping at the hospital, turn left and left again to
get back on M St. to return to the normal route. The area north of the college can be served, the M3 can still
serve the hospital at the G St. stop, and this part of the route would be shorter than going to Paulson, by the
hospital, down G St. and Yosemite to M St.

Suggestions for route M4
Comments:
-

The commuter buses should be all at the small transpo and the local routes should all be at the larger
transpo to avoid confusion and keep these routes together
There needs to be more service closer to Smart & Final and Martin Luther King
There should be a bus route that goes through downtown shopping area on Main St.
There needs to be bus service from north Merced to Amtrak when UC route is not available
There needs to be service for north Merced closer to El Capitan High School
It is confusing having all M4 buses stop at smaller transpo when it is hard to know which one is going in
which direction next
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Possible Solutions:
The M4 can be moved to the large concourse at Transpo so the commuter routes LB and P can be moved to the
smaller concourse this way all the commuter buses are together in one area at smaller concourse and local
routes have the north and south loops at larger concourse. This will also eliminate confusion about which way
the M4 routes at Transpo are going next.

The south loop for M4 can serve closer to Smart & Final and Martin Luther King by turning on M St. and 15th
St. to serve closer to this area and there can even be a bus stop next to Smart & Final, so the bus is closer. This
may even make the M4 shorter because it can continue down 15th St. to get to G St. and return to the south G St.
loop.
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After the northbound M4 leaves Transpo, it can turn left on M St. and right on Main St. and continue down
Main St. to get to G St. and return to the route. This would allow for more bus service to be available to
downtown Merced shopping with a bus on Main St.

The M4 route could be adjusted to also serve Amtrak to allow more people to get there when the UC route does
not operate or so people can get to an earlier train when the M4 first begins service.
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After stopping at Merced College, the M4 can be extended to serve more people north of Merced College and to
also provide service closer to El Capitan High School.
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Suggestions for route M5
Comments:
-

There should be bus service closer to Smart & Final in Merced
It is confusing when two M5 buses stop at Amtrak close to the same time, but they are going different
directions

Possible Solutions:
After the M5 leaves Transpo, it could serve closer to Smart & Final by continuing down 15th St. to stop by
Smart & Final and go north on Martin Luther King to get to Amtrak.
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The M5 can avoid confusion at Amtrak of which bus is going in which direction by changing so the bus going
towards G St. stops across from Amtrak like the UC route does and the bus going back to Transpo can still stop
at the shelter in front of Amtrak to avoid confusion of both M5 buses arriving at the same time.
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Suggestions for route M6
Comments:
-

The M6 route is pointless and should be a two-way loop between Merced College and Transpo
The M6 route should cover more of the area that it used to cover

Possible Solutions:
The M6 route should be extended to serve as a two-way route between Merced College and Transpo like how
the route used to be before by extending north to Yosemite Ave. and going to Merced College.

Suggestions for bus schedules
Comments:
-

The schedules need to be a little bit easier to use
The schedules should be organized into a booklet to keep the schedules for all the routes in one place

Possible Solutions:
The schedules could be easier to use if the names of the stops were read from top to bottom on the left and so all
the times that the bus stops there could be seen by reading directly to the right. It would also make it less
confusing if the routes with only one bus just had one color behind the times because the different colored rows
represent different buses but right now the routes with one bus even have different colored rows. A schedule
layout suggestion is shown below which would make the schedules easier to use.
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Current Schedule:

Suggested Schedule Layout

Monday - Friday Schedule
Merced Transpo Depart
6:30
7:30
Atwater Transpo
6:45
7:45
Walnut Ave & Franci St
6:58
7:58
Veterans Memorial Bldg
7:14
8:14
Rite Aid Monte Vista
6:03 7:38
8:38
Roger K Fall Transit Ctr 6:15 7:50
8:50
Veterans Memorial Bldg 6:36 8:11
9:11
Walnut Ave & Franci St 6:53 8:28
9:28
Atwater Transpo
7:05 8:40
9:40
Merced Transpo Arrive 7:20 8:55
9:55

8:30
8:45
8:58
9:14
9:38
9:50
10:11
10:28
10:40
10:55

9:30
9:45
9:58
10:14
10:38
10:50
11:11
11:28
11:40
11:55

Weekend Schedule
9:00
11:40
2:45
9:15
11:55
3:00
9:28
12:08
3:13
9:44
12:24
3:29
10:08 12:48
3:54
10:15 12:55
4:00
10:36
1:16
4:21
10:53
1:33
4:38
11:05
1:45
4:50
11:20
2:00
5:05

5:30
5:45
5:58
6:14
6:38
6:45

The schedules and route maps along with other information about The Bus could be combined into a rider guide
so the information is all in one booklet and easier to access.
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Suggestions for bus fare
Comments:
-

Change cards get damaged and cannot be used anymore
The buses need to also accept credit / debit cards for people who don’t carry cash or change
The seven-day pass is not necessary. Instead there needs to be a pass for frequent riders that lasts for
either 6 months or even one year
There needs to also be a slightly discounted card for a prepaid number of trips rather than for a certain
number of days
Merced College students should also ride for free like UC Merced students

Possible Solutions:
The Bus could have plastic reloadable cards for passengers where it could just be one card to hold values for
either change or pass information and could be reloaded with a new pass, more fare to use, or change to keep
using the same fare card rather than having to go through so many paper change cards or bus passes all the time.
This would also solve the issue of the paper cards getting damaged.
The Bus fare boxes should also add a credit / debit card reader for people who don’t carry cash to make it easier
to ride the bus as more people are starting to use cards. Or The Bus app could have a mobile ticket function
where you could order fare with credit card on your phone and use the electronic ticket to ride the bus. There
are also other transit agencies where there are bus pass vending machines at some bus stops to make it easier to
buy passes before the bus arrives. The Bus should look into these options.
The seven-day pass could be eliminated and in return there could be a longer duration pass for people who use
the bus frequently such as a 6-month or annual prepaid pass, so they do not need to be purchased as often.
The fixed routes should also have a multi ride card like Paratransit so you can prepay for a certain number of
trips at a slight discount rather than having a pass that expires after a certain number of days.
Merced College and The Bus should work together to add a transportation fee with student enrollment fees
which would pay for bus fare for the semester and students can ride with their student ID card like how UC
Merced also the transportation fee for students to ride the bus with their ID. This would be a better alternative to
having to purchase the student semester bus pass and The Bus would receive more funding this way because all
students would contribute towards the fee and more riders because transportation would already be part of their
enrollment fees.
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Unmet Transit Needs Online Survey 2019
Summary
Do you use public transit?
136 out of 139 people answered this question

1

Yes

119 / 88%

2

No

17 / 13%

What type of public transit do you use? (check all that apply)
119 out of 139 people answered this question

111 / 93%

1

The Bus

2

Paratransit

23 / 19%

3

Amtrak

12 / 10%

4

CatTracks

11 / 9%

5

General Dial-A-Ride

10 / 8%

6

Other

5 / 4%

Please tell us what routes you use (Select all that apply)
111 out of 139 people answered this question

1

M1

71 / 64%

2

M3

67 / 60%

3

UC

60 / 54%

4

M4

58 / 52%

5

L

53 / 48%

6

T

45 / 41%

7

W2

41 / 37%

8

M2

40 / 36%

9

W1

24 / 22%

10

A1

17 / 15%
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Unmet Transit Needs Online Survey 2019 - Summary
11

M5

12 / 11%

12

A2

11 / 10%

13

LB

6 / 5%

14

DP

5 / 5%

●●●

Other

10 / 9%

Please note activities you use public transit for (check all that apply)
119 out of 139 people answered this question

1

Shopping

95 / 80%

2

School

84 / 71%

3

Medical Appointments

66 / 55%

4

Recreation

44 / 37%

5

Work

29 / 24%

6

Social Activities

7 / 6%

Are there places you would like to travel to by bus but cannot?
136 out of 139 people answered this question

1

No

95 / 70%

2

Yes

41 / 30%

Would you like to be contacted once the report is completed?
136 out of 139 people answered this question

1

No

2

Yes

129 / 95%
9
7 / 5%
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: There should be a better way to get from Merced College to Turlock by also having a Turlock
route to go down Santa Fe too so it is a faster trip with less transfer needed. The T route could also have
one bus taken away so it is not as frequent but so there could be a bus for a Turlock route on Santa Fe
between Merced College and Monte Vista in Turlock
----------Comments: The LB route does not run enough during the day and needs to have more frequent service
available. The only other serivce is DAR which you have to know you want to use it ahead of time. There
needs to be more fixed route through Los Banos and the LB should run more often and be extended to
cover more of Los Banos so there is not a need to just have DAR here.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Adult School - Atwater
From: Livingston CA
When: Monday - Thursday between 9 and 4
Comments: The bus is not easily accessible to the Merced Adult School classes at Castle AFB in Atwater. It
is too dangerous to cross the busy street and not good for students to walk that far from HSA to class in
the weather conditions. There should be a stop closer to the classes on the way in and out of Castle AFB
to make it easier for students to take the bus. Also a day care will be added soon so it needs to be
accessible to get to the bus stop here.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Smart & Final in Merced 15th and Martin Luther King
From: Merced Transp
When: Weekdays during business hours
Comments: There needs to be bus service to get closer to shopping at Smart & Final in Merced on 15th
and MLK. It is a far walk to Transpo to catch the bus with grocery bags so there needs to be a bus stop
closer, prefer next to the shopping center for easier access to public transit in this area of Merced
----------Why you don't use the bus: Service is not available to where I need to go
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Amtrak Station in Turlock / Denair CA
From: Turlock Roger K Fall Transit Center
When: During regular hours daily
Comments: There is no bus service for going from Turlock to the Amtrak Station in Denair and if there
could be a bus from Merced to Turlock on Santa Fe, it should also stop there on the way to Turlock so
there can be bus service to get there while Turlock Transit and START don't have service there right now.
People currently don't have public transit to the train station unless they travel to the one in Merced or
Modesto which would be inconvenient.
----------Comments: Please have a new way to know which UC route bus is going which way. Both arrive at
Merced College at the same time and they do not say which way they are going so you have to be lucky
not to take the wrong one or you will have a long trip. The buses should say which way they are going or
should be spaced out at different times so they don't get there at the same time. It is confusing.
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
----------Comments: The sign on the bus that shows the route number and destinations are hard to see on some
buses. These should be made easier to see from further away or the bus needs to do a better job
announceing the route number when it arrives at a bus stop. Also, the shorter buses don't even show the
route number on the back so you have to walk all the way to the front to check if you are not sure. Please
make it easier to know which route each bus is running especially if you cannot see very well from far
away.
----------Comments: There needs to also be a visual display of the upcoming stops so it can be read by those hard
of hearing so they also know when the stop is coming
----------Comments: The Bus needs to have later service for students with evening classses so they can have bus
home from school in the evenings. Maybe there could be less frequent service so it can be extended
longer or there could be a dial a ride available after the fixed routes are done. The Bus makes it hard to
plan classes because you have to be done by 5:38 to get back to Merced before the local buses are done
running.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced College
From: West Merced, Yosemite Ave west of El Redondo closer to HW 59
When: Mon - Fri between 8 and 6
Comments: There is not enough bus service for the newer homes closer to hwy 59 and yosemite ave in
west merced to get to merced college or transpo
----------Why you don't use the bus: Bus routes are too far to walk to
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Atwater Transpo
From: Central Atwater
When: During bus operating hours daily
Comments: There is not enough bus service close enough to the middle of Atwater even though there
used to be when there was the A3 route and even before when route 8 used to go through the center of
Atwater by the library. There needs to be more service closer again and if you walk to Bellevue for the A1
it is a long one way trip to go around the route so A1 should run more often or run two ways and needs to
have a bigger bus for in Atwater because the small bus gets too many people on it and it is an hour unitl it
comes back. Please make Atwater bus routes better.
-----------
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- Additional Comments
Why you don't use the bus: The bus system in Los Banos is terrible
Comments: The dial a ride system in Los Banos is terrible and there need to be fixed routes again. The
only fixed route through here is the LB which does not run very much during the day and only goes to
certain areas. Please bring the routes back to Los Banos again! The dial a ride is not a good idea and too
many people are on the small buses sometimes and it runs late because it has to make other pickups and
there is no way to track these buses.
----------Why you don't use the bus: No reasonable transit option to get to classes
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Fresno State or Fresno CA to connect with FAX
From: Merced Transpo Center
When: Monday - Friday before 8 am and until 5 pm
Comments: There needs to be a reasonable transit option available for Merced County students to still
live at home and get to classes at Fresno State. There should be a bus route service that is affordable to
Fresno and back to Merced later in the day for students and people who work in Fresno too. The current
options are Amtrak and Uber which are both too expensive to use daily and would take longer than
having a bus route there.
----------Why you don't use the bus: The Bus does not reach this far
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced County
From: Chowchilla CA
When: Monday - Thursday during class times at Merced College
Comments: The P route goes as far as Le Grand but has no bus service from Chowchilla to get to Merced
and Merced College for students to take the bus. The P route should extend further to service Chowchilla
also and should run more often throughout the day so there is a good transit option available
----------Why you don't use the bus: There is no transit service available in this location
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced
From: Snelling
When: Mon through Thurs between 8 and 5
Comments: There is currently no public transportation to connect Snelling to other transit services in
Merced and there should be a bus that run a few times a day between Snelling to Merced so there is
transportation option available
-----------
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Why you don't use the bus: There no longer is a bus to go to Modesto from Merced County
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Modesto Transit Center
From: Merced County
When: Monday - Thursday between 9 am and 5 pm
Comments: There needs to be a bus system again to go between Merced and Modesto because some
people work or go to school there and route 70 on START that went this way was discontinued, the
current bus trip with transfers takes about 4 hours each way, and it is a lot more expensive to take
Amtrak to Modesto every day. We should have a route again like how route 70 on START went.
----------Comments: The T route needs to stop closer on the side of the street where Stanislaus State is so it is a
closer walk to campus without crossing a busy street and to be closer to connect with other bus systems
in Turlock
----------Why you don't use the bus: Service does not get close enough to access
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced CA
From: West Livingston (West of Main Street)
When: Mon - Fri between 8 am and 6 pm
Comments: There is not bus service on the L or T routes to get close enough to the homes in west part of
Livingston and the walk is too far to Main St. to catch the L bus. Service through Livingston also does not
go freqent enough and trip back to Merced would be too long.
----------Why you don't use the bus: The route does not run close enough
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Turlock
From: Delhi
When: During regular bus operating service hours on weekdays
Comments: There are a lot of parts of Delhi where it is not close enough to access the T bus route and the
T needs to be expanded more through Delhi to serve more of this community as well
----------Why you don't use the bus: No more bus service in Hilmar
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced
From: Hilmar
When: Mon - Fri from Hilmar in the morning and back to Hilmar in the afternoon
Comments: There is no more bus service for Hilmar and there should at least be an on demand service
available or paratransit for Hilmar to get either to Merced or Turlock to catch other buses. There needs to
be service to Hilmar again some how.
-----------
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Why you don't use the bus: Service used to be better
Comments: The bus system used to be better years ago. There used to be routes in Los Banos but now it
is dial a ride and requires reservation ahead of time. Small buses are also too crowded so we need bigger
buses like there used to be or like on the commuter routes. Not very good bus service in Los Banos and
used to be way better before.
----------Why you don't use the bus: Not easily accessible to certain areas
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Transpo
From: Residential areas north of Merced College close to El Capitan High School
When: Daily during bus business hours
Comments: There is no bus service available for north in Merced closer to El Capitan High School the
closest stop is Merced College too far to catch the bus anywhere
----------Comments: Some of the buses need to be easier to get on or off with lower floors or a ramp rather than
the steps on the paratransit vehicles
----------Comments: There needs to be an easier way to know when the paratransit or dial a ride bus is coming
such as a text update on the expected arrival time or tracking through the app
----------Comments: The bus schedules at the bus stops need to be larger print and easier to see and read them.
----------Comments: Para transit rides are too expensive for the disabled who are on lower income. There needs
to be a discount for going on a round trip. Fixed routes are free for ADA but Para transit is still not lower
fare too for who cannot use the fixed route. There should at least be free or discount fare during the free
ride days. Para transit should also have a pass for unlimited rides for certain amount of days
----------Why you don't use the bus: Bus stops not close by, long time to get to most places
Comments: More services between towns would be helpful
----------Comments: Are there going to be additional bus stops added? I live on Loughborough Dr near M st. I do
occasionaly take route buses. I heard there may not be any more bus flag downs. I would also like to ask
why Area agency on Aging has restricted the free ada passes to one a month.
I am ada certified and ride the paratransit to and from work. I have to wait two weeks to obtain another
pass.
-----------
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Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: North East Merced, further north of Olive and East of Parsons, have friends that live on McKee
From: Anywhere else in Merced thereâ€™s a route.
When: Any day of the week, any time.
Comments: Transit system is terrible because the company doesnâ€™t seem to care. Drivers confuse
passengers by making up rules (no sleeping on the bus - which I asked about later after that woman was
deeply offended and I witnessed the driver taking pleasure in threatening to throw her off his bus).
I see people being dropped off and picked up where Iâ€™m told drivers canâ€™t pull over. Sick of this,
people smoke all over the place and nobody does anything about it.
----------Comments: M1 route is always late. I can never depend on this route to get me on time to the transpo to
transfer over to another route for work or school. Most important I cannot depend on this route to get
me to my kids appointments on time. I see a lot of people riding this route. This route goes through the
south side of Merced. Is their any possible way of fixing this route, maybe cutting it in half like they did
with M4. It has been like this for years. I have lived here in Merced for 8 years now. I have seen changes
to other routes and they seem to work better. Its time to change this route for the better. Many people
complain to the drivers or I hear conversations about how late it is even though you might not see this
response in your surveys. Its worse during this weather(cold) when I see elderly waiting long times for
the bus to arrive. Or young kids that take the bus early in the morning to get to school because the School
transportation does not provide transportation to all schools (high school).
----------Comments: Make the bus enjoyable and rideable for Autism children who canâ€™t ride the bus due to
the announcer
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Snelling
From: Wal Mart Merxed
When: 7am to 8pm
Comments: Wish that the stop buttons would work nore often in the snaller buses
----------Comments: The Bus should work with Merced Community College to have transportation as part of
student fees so The Bus can be free for students with ID card like how it is free for UC Merced students.
----------Comments: Would like the los banos route buses DP & G to stop at JC Penny & Savemart/Ross shopping
centers
----------Comments: They would charge for age and not for height there are small children there are high for their
age.
-----------
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Comments: The bus fare box should take credit cards too. Not every body these days has cash or change
with them and they would need to use the bus anyway to go get cash or buy a pass with a card. There
should be a card reader on the fare box. Or in other cities they also have pass dispensers at some of the
bus stops that also take cards and you can get passes before the bus comes. Maybe this could be
something for Merced's buses to do too. The passes and change cards also get damaged and can't be
used so there should be a plastic reloadable card for passengers to get for their passes or change that way
there isn't too much paper being gone through too.
----------Comments: The bus needs to get better bike racks on the front that can hold more bikes at a time like on
the Modesto buses that have better bike racks
----------Comments: Sometimes it is difficult to see the route number on the signs on the bus because the letters
are too dimly lit or the orange letters are not as high contrast as the light blue / white letters on the
newer bus signs. There need to be more destination signs on the buses like the new ones that are blue /
white rather than the dim orange ones so it is easier to see. The destination signs on the smaller buses
are especially difficult to see too because it is smaller and the ones on the side are inside the window and
they are poorly lit orange lights. There is also no route number on the back side of the bus like the bigger
buses so it is hard to tell which it is unless you walk to the front to check.
----------Comments: There should be more darker tinted windows on all of the buses like how it is on the newer
buses. This could help it to not be so bright for passengers and make the heat not get in as much from the
sun and to not get sunburn as easily when sitting next to the window when the sun is coming in.
----------Comments: The paratransit buses should also have automatic announcements and visible
announcements about holiday service changes or changes to the system or about unmet needs hearings
similar to how they are announced and displayed on the regular buses.
----------Comments: There needs to be an easy to see sign by the front seats on the bus which say that is ADA
seating or seating for senior citizens. There also needs to be enforcement on the bus for people to exit
through the back doors and enter through the front so people aren't being blocked trying to go in the bus.
----------Comments: The buses should have more storage available for bags or luggage. Maybe shelves could be
added where the luggage area is on the commuter buses or there could be hooks by the seats to put
backpacks or gorocery bag on so they don't take up the seat next to you or fall when the bus stops
quickly.
----------Comments: There needs to be better planning and more notice about the free fair rides in the summer.
There should be a schedule of the fair shuttle times and the fair shuttles should be the bigger buses to fit
more people in one trip. Para Transit should also provide free rides during the fair and free ride days for
ADA passengers too.
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Comments: The bus stops by Promenade Yosemite and Paulson are confusing because the UC route map
shows that the stop is after the light when it actually stops just after the medical offices and the M3 and
M4 say they stop across from the Promenade after the medical offices but actually stop after the turn and
let you off where there is no sidewalk. These stops need signs with which route stops there so it is easier
to tell where these stops are at and there should only be one stop to make it easier across from
Promenade after medical offices like where the UC route usually stops.
----------Comments: The Los Banos bus system needs to be improved. And the stop at Dos Palos Y is mislabled still
because it says it stops at Chevron but actually stops on the other side of the overpass. The LB should
have a few trips to Dos Palos again like it used to in the past and there needs to be more fixed route
service for Los Banos or at least to have LB run more often.
----------Comments: At Merced College bus stop, the commuter routes have too much time sitting there between
arriving and leaving. The drivers don't even let you get on the bus until right before leaving so you have to
sit and wait outside even though the bus is already there and sometimes even people already inside. The
drivers on break or switching drivers don't let you go in and close the door in front of you when you are
trying to go in and tell you to wait until the bus is about to leave. The down time between arriving and
leaving needs to be a lot shorter for less wait time.
----------Comments: There are bus stop signs along some of the routes where the stops aren't announced and they
aren't listed as stops on the route map. These need to be added too for example on the M4 by the
fairgrounds is a sign but that stop isn't announced or shown on the route map, same thing with M3 on M
Street and 18th southbound side.
----------Comments: The bus stops at the area on Beachwood by the railroad tracks is confusing and should be
made simpler. The W2 pulls off and stops in the dirt and the W1 turns on Beachwood then stops and
going to Atwater the W1 has a sign by the gas station while the W2 stops in the dirt on the side of the
road. There should just be one eastbound stop labeled and one westbound stop labeled to avoid the
confusion and the buses should be consistent where to stop so you know where to wait at.
----------Comments: The big buses need to also have seat belts like the small buses do especially for children
safety or at least have a handle next to the seats to be able to hold on to when the bus suddenly stops or
turns sharp.
----------Comments: There need to be more signs like the one by Target in Merced so it can announce when a bus
is arriving at the bus stop and which route it is for when it is hard to see far away the route number the
bus is driving on.
----------Comments: There needs to be some sort of display inside the bus that shows the time and text format of
upcoming stops or announcements.
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Comments: The fare box should have a chart near it showing the fare amounts or at least at the bus stops.
The fare box should also take cards too for payment for passes. The fare should be lower or higher
depending on how far you go intercity, like $2 to livingston $2.50 to delhi and $3 to turlock rather than
just one fixed intercity price. There should be passes for discount on a fixed number of rides rather than
unlimited rides for a certain amount of days. And transfers should be brought back but require a small fee
for a transfer and require transfers to be obtained when getting on the bus.
----------Comments: Merced College students should also have free fare with their ID like how it is for UC Merced
students. Buses should also be available later for students with later classes.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: It is not convenient to transfer to multiple bus lines and waste 2hrs when it takes 20 mins by car
From: Village apartments R st
When: Weekends
Comments: Increase the frequency and start buses from Village aprtmnts R st to UC
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Adult School
From: 2120 Spacecraft Dr Atwater Ca 95301
When: 8am-5pm Every day
Comments:
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: adult school castle
From: CASTLE IN ATWATER ADULT SCHOOL
When: mornings 8:30 5:pm mondays to fridays
Comments: IT IS HARD TO WALK IN THE RAIN AND HEAT
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Atwater adult school
From: Atwater adult school should have a bus stop due to raining weather and past 100 degrees out It is
very convenient for the students at the adult school campus
When: Monday threw Friday from 9/5
Comments: Atwater adult school needs a bus stop for all the right reason safety issues for the students
crossing the busy street

----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Spacecraft
From: Bellevue
When: Monday to Friday from 8 to12
Comments: We would like to have a bus stop on spacecraft
----------Why you don't use the bus: I have a car and license
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Comments: Many students at El Capitan High School would make use of the bus system to get to and
from school.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Adult School (Atwater Castle Site)
From: Winton & Atwater
When: From 9 AM to 5 PM
Comments: There needs to be a stop added at Castle for the Adult School. I have students that walk to
and from the HSA stop that get drenched on rainy days. A stop would also help during the hot summer
months where it's over 100 degrees. Our school is also planning on adding child care facilities to our site,
so eventually there will be students bringing their children to our site. Adding a stop at our location
would be beneficial so that parents don't have to either push a stroller or carry a child from the HSA
building, especially in extreme weather conditions. I know there are logistical concerns that would
obviously add time to the current routes, but I hope that you are able to take this into consideration soon.
----------Comments: Route M3 should have a time point also at the Social Security Office because this is a popular
bus stop and it is between two other time points Meadows and Olive and the County Admin Building. The
UC bus has a time point at Social Security Office.
----------Comments: There is a large gap of time on G Street M4 route between going from Save Mart to Transpo
so there should also be another time point between these two stops to better predict when the bus is
supposed to be there at the stops on G Street. It's better on the other side of the street how there is time
point at East Campus. But the same is true about the big time gap between Taco Bell and the Hospital is
too big too and should have a time point between these.
----------Comments: The M6 route was better the way it used to be or would be even better if it went between
Transpo and the College. Right now the route is useless just going to transpo. It should be returned to the
way it used to be and go to both the college and to transpo.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Super Target / Walmart Atwater, CA
From: Merced, CA
When: Weekdays between 8 AM and 5 PM
Comments: The W2 route should be changed to be like how route 8 used to go from Merced College to
Super Target in Atwater and provide service to more of Atwater from Merced. The L can cover the parts
of Bellevue and Winton Way that the W2 does instead of going on Santa Fe to get to and from Livingston
and the W2 could be a route similar to route 8. Or at least the T could be extended to go to Super Target
after Atwater Depot going to Turlock and before Atwater Depot coming from Turlock.
-----------
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Comments: I think that the A2 and W2 can be eliminated and the L can be changed to go down Bellevue
Rd like it used to so there can be more frequency on the L and W1 routes.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Transpo Center
From: North Merced, Yosemite Ave and HWY 59
When: Daily during THE BUS operating hours
Comments: The M1 route can be changed to serve west Merced and maybe even make the route shorter
by going down Yosemite Ave to 59 then to 16th and transpo and just do the west part of Merced because
there is already M2 that goes to Walmart and R street so there is no need for M1 to go there too when it
could just be for west side of Merced
----------Comments: There should be designated bus stop on Santa Fe on L and W2 route for Derrel's Mini Storage
because drivers have asked dispach if it is safe to stop there and it is so there should be a stop here to
avoid confusion of getting off there.
----------Comments: The bus stop at Foster Farms in Livingston needs to be labeled where it actually is and should
have a bench or a shelter over it.
----------Comments: The stop request pull cords on the larger bus should be lower for people in lower seats
towards the front of the bus and easier to access for the side-facing seating. The cord should be a brighter
color with higher contrast like yellow so it is easier to find than the clear-ish colored cord. The stop
buttons on small bus don't even work or keep going off while the bus is driving, they should be fixed or
replaced.
----------Comments: bus should return to Merced College or Merced Transpo at the end of last loops for all routes
and should start in Merced at the beginning of first loops. Buses should have service earlier in mornings
and later in evenings.
----------Comments: There needs to be a bus stop at Rancho San Miguel Market in Livingston for T route too like
the L route. Add bus stop either on sidewalk on B street by CVS or have T route go in front of the store like
the L does on the way to Delhi. There is also a stop labeled in front of Jack in the Box on Winton Parkway
which the bus doesnt actually stop at and it has a pole but no sign.
----------Comments: The Bus app could be improved. Some of the buses locations don't update. It should also be
similar to the website version where it shows the different symbols if a bus is moving or stopped and
have the bus number next to it and capacity meter. The first page of the app with the system map should
also have the locations of all the buses in the system, there should even be a way to track the DP and G
bus and Para Transit bus through the app. App should have accessibility options like contrast/inverted
colors, larger or smaller text, and voice over.
-----------
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Comments: T route is too long on the loop coming back to Merced. Usually too much time between Rite
Aid and Transpo in Turlock because it does not really take more than 10 minutes to get there, the route
could be shorter even by having it leave at 45 after rather than 50 after. There is also a large space of
time between Delhi and Rite Aid so this time should be shorter or have a time point between.
-----------

Comments: The bus takes too long going through Castle on the L W1 and A1 routes. It does not really take
7 minutes for the L to go from HSA to Clinic so the time should be shortened so the wait isn't so long
there and so the route can be faster. There is also a shorter way the bus can go when leaving HSA going
to the Clinic rather than going in a big circle on that one way street. There is also a mistake on the
schedule because it shows the L going back to Merced going to HSA first then Clinic but it actually goes
the other way. The times need to fixed for this because it is not clear which time is for which stop.
----------Comments: There should at least be a way to be able to track the G and the DP buses on The Bus app.
There should also be a way to know where the paratransit bus is at too.
----------Comments: Para-transit should extend further throughout the county to serve more areas. The fixed
routes have free service for ADA with Measure V funding but this should also be used for Para-transit to
lower the fare. There should at least be a discount for if you pre pay for a round trip. When the bus
arrives you should be able to receive a notification or a text that the bus is there. This service should also
be available later especially for students who need it after evening classes so they can get home on the
bus. I think Merced County should also have a general public dial a ride service to use like in Los Banos.
----------Comments: There should be either a six month or annual pre paid bus pass for people who ride the bus
all the time. The 7-day pass doesn't make sense to have so it should be replaced with either 6 month or
year pass instead. The fare box should also accept cards or there should at least be a ticketing app for the
bus for payment with a card for those who don't have cash with them.
----------Comments: The UC route needs to also run on Saturdays. UC Merced students who live on campus
wouldn't have a way to go to Transpo and connect with other buses and the same for homes near
Yosemite Ave east of G Street who use public transit don't have a bus on Saturdays either. Service on
Saturdays should also be more frequent than it is now maybe even stop Sunday service to extend
Saturdays and even have Saturdays be the same hours as regular week days.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Turlock / Denair Amtrak Station
From: Turlock Transit Center
When: Daily during bus operating hours
Comments: There needs to be a fixed route system for anyone in Turlock to get to the Denair Amtrak
because BLST doesn't go that far east. Maybe THE BUS can help with this and have new potential riders
from Turlock as well. Here's an idea for this:
Discontinue W2 route and have L go down Bellevue in Atwater like how the W2 does.
Take away one of the buses from the current T route so T runs less frequently but in exchange make a
new north "T" route with the extra bus that goes from Merced College, north on Santa Fe, stop at Denair
Amtrak, go west on Monte Vista and stop at CSUS on the school side, stop at Turlock Transit center, go
back to Denair Amtrak, and back south on Santa Fe to the College.
This could help people going from Merced get to Turlock faster and add more riders.
----------Comments: Recommendation: The M2 should be eliminated because it already services the same route
as M1. The buses from M2 can be used to make M1 run more frequently and maybe even another route.
Or M2 can be returned to when it went south of Transpo and the M1 can be shorter to just West Merced
and not R Street too.
----------Comments: Paratransit and dial a ride services should have a pass available for frequent riders and there
should also be able to have same day scheduling for Paratransit pickups.
----------Comments: The L route has way too much time at Rancho San Miguel. It stops at F and 8th at 10:11 and
Rancho at 10:20 when it does not really take that long to get there the bus usually gets there at around
10:15 then the driver leaves the bus to take a break and comes back after 10:20 making the route run
late. Too much time wasted by this, this stop needs a shorter amount of time. Same with between Castle
HSA and Castle Clinic.
----------Comments: The time gap on the W2 route is too big for Bellevue Road in Atwater. One time point is Dan
Ward and Beachwood and the next is Save Mart which is a very big gap. There needs to be a time point
between the two like how the A1 stops at Osborne Park or the W1 stops at Castle. It is hard to guess
when the bus will come because the time gap on Bellevue is too much time and people don't want to
wait a long time from the first time point.
----------Comments: The M1 route is very long and there are parts where it only goes one way so you have to ride
it out for a long time just to get there like Dollar General or Granville Appartments. There should be a way
to make it shorter like having the M2 and M3 cover some of the area currently covered by M1.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Transpo Center
From: UC Merced
When: Saturdays
Comments: The UC Route for THE BUS is not available on Saturdays and Cat Tracks Lines do not go to
Transportation Center on 16th either to connect with other buses.
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: I would like the bus to run until midnight so I can attend night school
----------Comments: Too long breaks at Transpo making trip too long. The buses need to spend less time stopping
at Transpo.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Mall
From: City of Merced
When: Daily
Comments: The bus routes should go closer to the Merced Mall. I think there used to be a bus stop behid
the mall by food court entrance so the buses should still stop here to make it easier to get to. The Target
bus stop is too much to walk to the mall and back especially with bags and the parking lot is dangerous to
walk across to the bus. I have also seen people get off on M3 in front of the Mall on Olive so there should
at least be a bus stop here.
----------Comments: The wait times between buses on Saturdays is too long because the bus doesn't run as
frequent. You cannot do very much on Saturdays if you rely on the buses. There needs to be more service
on Saturdays too. Maybe even get rid of Sundays so Saturdays can be the same hours as Weekdays or so
there can be more frequent service on Saturdays. Disappointed with weekend service overall.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Walmart in Merced
From: Merced Transpo Center
When: Monday - Saturday during the day
Comments: The buses should stop directly in front of the Walmart in Merced like how it used to. It is too
far and not very safe to go through the parking lot to access the bus stop at Walmart. The M1 from
Transpo takes too long before it gets to Walmart and the M2 is shorter but stops on the wrong side of the
street and you have to cross the busy street and walk there or wait for the bus circle. There needs to be
be an easier more accessible way to get to Walmart in Merced. It would be prefered to have the bus stop
closer if possible.
----------Comments: The bus system in Merced County could do better. Drivers go too fast and also stop too fast.
There should be either seat belts or handles to hold on to on the commuter buses, especially for the front
seats or the side facing seats because it is not safe, children riding should also have seat belts to use on
the larger buses. And those smaller buses that are used for some of the routes have problems too. The
stop request buttons don't work or keep malfunctioning so drivers make unnecessary stops. The Bus
could do better overall.
----------Comments: The bus ride to school in Turlock is a good enough time to get work done during the ride and
it is good that the bus announces stops if you are not paying attention to where you are at, although
some of the buses still don't have stop announcements. I would like to suggest that the buses have
outlets available for charging phone / laptop or other devices while on the bus and that there could even
be trays on the backs of seats for studying.
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: There is too much time for the bus to sit there not on a route at the college or transpo. The
bus drivers should allow people to get on the bus before it leaves so they are not waiting outside in the
cold, rain, or heat. I don't know why they don't let new people on the bus until right before it leaves even
though there are already people inside from before. Drivers can also be rude and shut doors in front of
you if you try to get on early.
----------Comments: The free rides are great during the summertime, there needs to be this more often. However,
they need to use the bigger buses more on the local routes in Merced especially during free rides because
the shorter buses are too small to fit a lot of people and they do not have good air conditioner like the big
buses do. There also need to be bigger buses available as the free fair shuttles because they fill up and
there is too many people so you have to wait extra time for the next bus. It is also good that there is free
service too cooling zones, I just wish the buses would go closer to these locations to stay out of the heat
faster.
----------Comments: The bus system in Merced County used to be a lot better before all of the changes that were
made in August 2016. It was fine the way it was and the changes made it not as good. Especially that
there is less service available in some areas, like the A3 and H and Los Banos buses getting discontinued,
and the bus now ends service too early especially in the summer when it is still light out after 8 pm. I just
wish the bus system would be changed back to the way it was when there were more routes and buses
ran until around 11 PM. It was way better this way and now the service is still not as good as it used to be
before then.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced College Los Banos Campus
From: Los Banos
When: Monday - Thursday at 8-4
Comments: The bus system in Los Banos is awful. The only fixed route service to get to the Merced
College LB campus is the LB route which does not run very often and the bus in Los Banos requires
reservations. Also the LB route only stops at certain places and cannot go to stores along Pacheco. There
needs improvement. There needs to be a route system in Los Banos like there used to be because the dial
a ride system is not good. At least have the LB run more often and allow more stops along the route.
Merced has a much better bus system than Los Banos.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Downtown Shopping in Merced - Main Street
From: Merced CA
When: Monday - Friday and possibly Saturdays
Comments: There needs to be a bus here in Merced that has a route down Main Street in Downtown
Merced so it is easier to get to shops and Movie Theater downtown. Transit Center is too far to walk to
get there and UC route goes close but doesn't run Saturdays. The M4 should be changed so that it can go
down Main Street after leaving Transit Center going towards G and have stops on Main Street to get off
at. Same with the other direction to go from G down Main Street with stops along the way to the Transit
Center. This would work better because M4 has weekend service and would be closer to Downtown
shopping in Merced.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Bay Area
From: Merced County
When: Weekdays
Comments: The Bus should go to the Bay Area or have a connection to the Bay Area so people in Merced
County will be able to go there easier without a car.
----------Comments: The Bus needs to be available later than 8 pm to service people at the hospital who do not
get out until later and there is no bus service to get them home. There should at least be some kind of on
demand bus service on stand by later for anyone who needs to use it.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Fresno State
From: Merced Transpo
When: Monday through Thursday from 9 to 5
Comments: Merced County has a bus service for students to get from Merced to Stan State in Turlock
which is in a different county but there needs to be a way to also get to Fresno State or at least to the
Fresno Transit Center to connect to Fresno State. The current way to get there is Amtrak which can be
unpredictable so there needs to be a cheaper and more reliable bus service to get to Fresno State from
Merced County. One suggestion would be to have this be an extension to the bus route that goes to Le
Grand or even just have a route / dial a ride service to get to Fresno in mornings and back to Merced later
in the day.
----------Comments: The bus stop at 4th and South Avenue in Delhi is not very accessible. It is not very clear where
this bus stop is actually at because there is no sign and there is no safe place to get on or off the bus in the
area where the bus stop is labeled. This bus stop needs some improvements to be made.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: There is a bit of confusion that needs to be cleared up on the Turlock commuter route going
from Merced to Turlock. On the map, there is a labeled bus stop in front of Jack in the Box in Livingston
and there is even a pole there which looks like it had a bus stop sign there before. This stop is labeled on
the map as "Winton Parkway at Joseph Gallo Court Northbound" and as being served by the T route.
However, this stop is never announced on the bus, there is no sign there anymore even though there is a
pole still there, and the bus schedule does not show this as a stop. This needs to be made more clear of if
this is actually a bus stop or not to avoid confusion from passengers on this route who want to get off at
this stop.
----------Comments: The T route needs to have service later in the evenings for students at the CSU in Turlock who
live in Merced County along the T route to have a way to get home from night classes. Sometimes
students cannot control if required classes are only available at night and it is not fair for students without
a car to not have a way to take these classes because of transportation. The Bus could even have less
frequent service on the T route so there can be service longer or at least have less frequent service after
5pm when ridership decreases. Or there can even be a dial a ride service available for those who need it
that way the bus doesn't have to go places it doesn't have to go.
----------Comments: Some of the Para Transit buses have steps which make it difficult to get up the steps into the
bus, especially for those who have trouble walking or for those who use a cane or walker to get in the
bus. I've seen them use buses for Para Transit with low floors and a ramp that folds out at the door which
are a lot easier to use. There need to be more buses like these for Para Transit since this is a service for
the disabled and senior citizens who can't get around easily. The Para Transit buses should be more
accessible than they currently are.
----------Comments: UC Merced has a transportation fee as part of the tuition which allows students with a
student ID card to ride both the Cat Tracks and THE BUS for free because it is included in tuition. There
needs to be similar for Merced College as well. Merced College and THE BUS should work together to
have a transportation fee like UC Merced included so students can also ride the bus for free with their
student ID.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Atwater - Merced Adult Classes at Castle
From: Atwater Ca
When: Weekdays 8 - 4
Comments: There needs to be a bus stop available at the Adult School at Castle in Atwater. Students have
too far of a walk from the HSA stop there and the road is too dangerous to be crossing and not good for in
the rain storms or in the extreme heat. This is a bus stop that has been requested a lot before but nothing
has changed yet even though there is a way the bus can get there easily for the students.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Why you don't use the bus: Service is not close enough to this area
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Turlock
From: South Delhi (South of high school)
When: Monday through Friday
Comments: The bus service is too far away in Delhi for the resedential areas south of the high school in
Delhi maybe the bus route that goes through Delhi should also be extended to serve the area in south
part of Delhi so more people have access to the service.
----------Comments: There needs to be a time point at the bus stop for Safeway in Turlock. The time gap is too big
between the one in Delhi and the one by Rite Aid and waiting at the bus stop by Safeway it is difficult to
know about when the bus will arrive because there is too big of a time gap and the bus usually gets to
Rite Aid early.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced, Awater, Livington, Turlock and Mosdesto all in one line maybe a line going to patterson there
alot of ware house jobs out there.
From: not sure
When: 6 am or 11 pm
Comments: I miss the old M6
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: I would like more routes to Los Banos and Livingston
From: Metro center on 16th to LB and Livingston
When: weekdays-two options in the AM and two in the PM
Comments: none
----------Comments: The bigger buses on the commuter routes should either have seatbelts or some kind of
handle near the seats because sometimes the buses stop too quickly and it is not safe for there to not be
seatbelts or something to hold on to on the bigger bus. The smaller buses already have seatbelts and
drivers tell people in front seats to wear the seatbelts so this should be the same for big bus too.
----------Comments: I think there is no reason for there to be bus service on Sundays. Maybe Sunday service
should be discontinued so that Weekdays and Saturday can have more service available. Paratransit
should still be available on Sunday for anyone who needs it but the fixed routes can be reduced on
Sundays. Bus drivers also work a lot during the week so they deserve to not have service Sundays.
----------Comments: The Merced Transportation Center on 16th Street where bus connections are made can be
confusing. The local routes need to be at the big area and intercity routes need to be in the smaller area.
M4 routes can be moved to big area and LB and P possibly even UC can be at smaller area. This way all of
the Merced routes are together and Intercity routes are together to avoid confusion. If there is not
enough room, maybe intercity buses can even wait in parking spaces behind Transpo so they are all
together. It is also confusing how there are more than one M4 at Transpo at same spot and it is not
labeled which way it is going.
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
----------Comments: The area in Winton near Dollar General needs to be looked into and fixed because there is
confusion with service there. The schedule has the time point for Dollar General, the bus announces the
Dollar General stop when it is not close to Dollar General, and the stop closest to Dollar General is
actually Park Ave at Winton Way where the bus stops as if it is a time point. This is very confusing to know
which stop is being referred to so this needs to be fixed.
-----------

Comments: At the bus stop in Livingston Walnut Ave and Francis St and Walnut Ave and Celia Dr the L and
T routes need to connect to each other more often in the day like they used to before. Connections
between these two routes should also be shown on the timetable so it is easier to plan trips. Also, there
needs to be a bench and possibly a roof over the bus stop here so people waiting for connection have a
place to sit and do not get rained on or are not out in the sun. The church side also needs to be labeled
where the stop is so we know where to wait for the connection to the other route.
----------Why you don't use the bus: The service is not available where it is needed.
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Bay Area Commute - Connection With BART
From: Merced County
When: Weekdays during regular business hours
Comments: Merced County should have a service available as a commuter service to the bay area or
connection with BART. Stanislaus county has a service like this available but Merced County does not.
There should be either a commuter bus to get to the bay area from Merced County or there should be a
service available to access the Stanislaus county commuter service at Turlock Transit Center in the
mornings.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Amtrak
From: Merced County
When: Monday - Friday before 5:20 AM
Comments: THE BUS needs to have service available early enough for commuters who would like to use
the Amtrak Capital Morning Express Train which leaves around 5 before buses are running. People who
want to utilize the service can't because they do not have a way to get to Amtrak this early on THE BUS.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Bear Creek Housing Planada California
From: Merced, ca
When: 6am-730pm Monday thru sunday
Comments: I'd like the bus to pick people up from Bear Creek Housing in Planada California and also drop
people off there as well. I go to school and when I catch the bus in the early morning I have to walk all the
way to dollar general or wait til the second bus arrives and walk to the other camp which is Felix torress.
Or if bear Bear Creekhousing can be an on demand stop that'd be cool too
----------Comments: BUS STOP IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED - The bus stop on route T on West Monte Vista and
Crowell across the street from University need some improvements. There is not enough lighting there
for waiting for buses in evenings. There also needs to be a roof over this bus stop so people aren't being
rained on or can be out of the sun, bus stop should at least be moved under trees. It is also difficult to tell
when the T route will arrive because there is such a big time gap between Delhi and this stop, bus usually
arrives before the time shown on the schedule. The T route should stop at Monte Vista and Dels stop
instead because this is where connection can be made to START 10 and there is not enough time to walk
to catch it (T arrives at 38 minutes after hour, START 10 arrives at Monte Vista and Dels at 45 minutes
after hour) Moving T bus stop here would also work better for University students because it is closer for
them to go to classes. Hopefully some of these improvements can be made.
----------Comments: I use both the T and the L routes on THE BUS fixed route system. There are not any locations I
need to get to by bus that need to be added at this time however I need to point out a concern with a bus
stop along the route. At Walnut Ave and Francis Street in Livingston in front of the church is where the L
and T connect but there is no sign to show where to wait for bus, there is no light at bus stop, and I
believe there used to be shelter and bench there but is not there anymore. There needs to be signs, light,
and bus stop with roof for waiting at night and in rain.
----------Comments: The audio for the next stop announcements is always too quiet and difficult to hear on the
new big buses M-170 M-171, M-172, and M-173. Speakers need to be fixed on these buses so
announcements for upcoming stops can be heard clearly.
----------Comments: There need to be more bigger buses for fixed routes. The route number sign on the front of
the small bus is difficult to see unless you walk up very close to the bus, same with the one in the window
on the side. The small bus also does not show the route number on the back side like the big bus. Also, it
is a lot easier to see the route numbers on the newer big bus with the white LEDs instead of the older bus
with yellow/orange LEDs because the contrast is better and the white LEDs are brighter.
-----------
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: There are bus stops along the fixed routes that are shown as bus stops on the schedules but
there are no signs labeling where you are supposed to be waiting for the bus. Buses don't always stop if
you are not standing in the correct spot or if you do not flag down the bus. All of the bus stops should
have either a sign or a bench to label where you are supposed to wait for the bus and the buses need to
always stop when someone is standing next to the sign to avoid having to flag down the bus.
----------Comments: Merced Transpo needs to have a bus arrival time display similar to the one at Merced
College. If possible, there should also be a display at major bus stops which shows a system map with the
current location of each bus similar to the app.
----------Comments: There need to be more bus stop signs like the one by Target in Merced where it announces
how many minutes until each next bus gets to the bus stop. These should be added to the more popular
bus stops especially Transpo and Merced College. It is a useful feature to have real time arrival
predictions and have it audible for visually impaired. These also need to be loud enough to be heard
clearly.
----------Comments: There need to be larger buses on Merced routes with higher demand. There are times on
busy routes like M1, M3, and M4 where there is not enough space for everyone to fit in a small bus. The
larger buses can seat a lot more people and can allow service to be less frequent because more
passengers can ride the same bus. Routes with lower ridership and less passengers like the P route should
use the smaller buses instead and the larger buses should be used on local Merced routes with higher
ridership.
----------Comments: At the smaller concourse at Merced Transpo, it is confusing when there are more than one
bus on the M4 route waiting because they are not labeled which direction they are going. This leads to
confusion and possible passengers getting on the wrong bus or passengers missing their bus while asking
another driver which direction they are going. There should be a way to fix this.
----------Comments: The current schedule for the UC Route has both the northbound and southbound buses
arriving at Merced College at the same time. This is very confusing because there are two buses pulling in
that say "UC Route" but there is no way to tell which one is going to Transpo or which is going to UC and
passengers make the mistake of getting on the UC bus going in the wrong direction. It would be a good
idea to spread the two buses apart differently so each one is scheduled to arrive at a different time than
the other. Or label which bus is going in which direction on the route display by having it say "UC N" or
"UC S" or to have the bus announce which direction it is going as it pulls in at the stop, maybe an audible
announcement like "This is UC Route going north" or "This is UC Route going south".
----------Comments: The fixed routes should stop directly in front of major businesses along the routes, similar to
how the L stops directly in front of Ranch San Miguel, and the A1 and A2 stop directly in front of Super
Target, the same should be done at more locations like Merced Walmart, or Merced Mall, or Save Mart
on G Street.
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Unmet Transit Needs 2019 Survey
- Additional Comments
Comments: The M4 route should also stop at the Merced Amtrak because it is close by and can serve this
stop on saturdays for people north of transpo to get to Amtrak when route UC is not availabe. The route
can be adjusted at the lights on G street at 23rd and 26th.
----------Comments: The M3 route should be modified so it can also stop at the train station just like route UC.
This can be done using streets between the county admin buildings and the 26th street stop on M3.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Amtrak Station - Merced
From: North Merced
When: When UC Route Service is unavailable
Comments: The last two weeks in December give a perfect example of why there needs to be an
alternative bus route to Amtrak station in Merced on Weekends or when the UC route is not operating so
that travelers in North Merced can get to Amtrak. This can be a possible extension for M3 or M4 which
are nearby routes that are already heading this direction.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Transpo
From: North West Merced - W Yosemite Ave and San Augustine Ave
When: Monday - Friday 8 am to 5 pm
Comments: This entire section of north west Merced is not accessible by public transit. There is not an
accessible bus stop anywhere near this area for THE BUS fixed route system to allow those who live in
these neighborhoods to use THE BUS.
----------Are there places you can't get to? Yes
To: Merced Transpo
From: California State University, Stanislaus. Turlock CA
When: Monday - Thursday Between 8 PM and 10 PM
Comments: There are students who live in Merced County who attend colleges such as Merced College
and CSU Stanislaus who rely on public transit however some required classes are only available in
evenings or early mornings so service to these locations should be extended so students can get to and
from classes using public transit.
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